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1.1 The Sub -Committee on Pilgrimage was set up during the session of the

Special Committee established by the Third World Health Assembly to consider the

Draft International Sanitary Regulations.

1.2 The Sub -Committee, which was composed of delegations from tnose Member

States interested in the Mecca Pilgrimage, considered seriatim, the articles of

Annexes A and B of document A3- 4 /SR/1. Five meetings were held between 8-12 April.

1.2.1 Dr. I.T. Morgan was elected Chairman.

1.2.2 Dr. El -Far (Egypt) and Professor Canaperia. (Italy) were elected
Vice- Chairmen.

1.2.3 Dr. Aractingi (Syria) was elected Rapporteur.

1.2.4 Dr. G. Stuart of WHO Secretariat acted as Secretary to the Sub -Committee.

1.2.5 The committee was composed of members of the delegations from the

following countries: -

Egypt, France, Greece, India, Indonesia, Italy, Netherlands,

Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand, United Kingdom.

2. (i) Definitions of "pilgrim ship" and "season of the Pilgrimage ",

(ii) Annex A (Sanitary control of pilgrim traffic approaching or leaving the

Hedjaz during the season of the Pilgrimage),'

(iii) Annex B (Standards of hygiene on pilgrim ships and aircraft carrying

pilgrims),'

appended to this report, result from the deliberations and discussions of the

Sub -Committee and therefore form,' in the main, the report of the Sub -Committee.
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The question of the Quarantine Station at Kamaran was fully discussed,. and

it. ,was the opinion of the Sub -Committee, on the assumption that 'adequate-

facilities will be in existence at Jeddah by the time the International -Sanitary

Regulations.come into force, that the Quarantine Station at Kamaran should have

no.pláce ini these Regulations as a measure for, the sanitary control of -the

Pilgrimage.

4. The question was raised whether it was within the province of World Health

Organization to deal with the matters dealt with in Annex B. There was agreement

that it would not be desirable to retain a small part.only of the international

Sanitary Convention, 1926, and that it was important that the Rules should not

be allowed to lapse Until such time as it would appear that the substance of

this Annex or part of.it, could be dealt with otherwise. It was pointed out,

however, that most of the provisions of Annex B came under the heading of

hygiene and it was decided therefore to eliminate the word welfare from the

title
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DRAFT INTERNATIONAL SANITARY REGULATIONS

DEFINITIONS

"pilgrim ship" means a ship s

(a) which voyages to and from the Hedjaz during the season of the

Pilgrimage, and

(b) which carries pilgrims in a proportion of not less than one

pilgrim per 100 tons gross;

"season of the Pilgrimage" means a period beginning four months before

and ending three months after the day of the Haj.

"pilgrim"

"Pilgrimageu ))

remain unchanged from document ¡t3- 4 /SR /1 pages 8 and 10.
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ANNEX A

DRAFT INTERNATIONAL SANITARY' REGULATIONS

SANITARY CONTROL.OF PILGRIM TRAFFIC APPROACHING OR LEAVING THE HEDJAZ
DURING THE SEASON OF THE PILGRIMA(

PART 1 - MEASURES APPLYING TO ALL PILGRIMS

Article 1

1. The health authority for the port or airport of embarkation, or, in the

case of transport by land, the health authority for the place of departure, shall

ensure that everÿ pilgrim before departure shall be in possession of a valid

certificate of vaccination against smallpox and cholera, irrespective of the

local area from which he comes or the sanitary conditions in that area; and, if

he has left a yellow fever infected local area or a yellow fever endemic zone

within the previous six days, of a valid certificate of vaccination against

yellow fever..

2. On arrival in the Hedjaz, any pilgrim who is not in possession of any of the

certificates required in paragraph 1 of this Article shall be vaccinated and

given a' certificate of such vaccination. Should the pilgrim refuse to be so

vaccinated, the health authority may place him in isolation until the expiry of

the relevant period of incubation, or refuse to allow him to enter the Hedjaz.

PART II - PILGRIM SHIPS

Chapter 1 - Pilgrim Ships Passing through. the Suez Canal

Article 2

Every pilgrim ship passing through the Suez Canal shall proceed in

quarantine.
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Chapter II Pilgrim Ships Going to the Hedjaz

Article 3

1. On arrival of a pilgrim ship at Port Said any pilgrim who is not in

possession of any of the certificates required in paragraph 1 of Article 1 of

this Annex shall.be vaccinated and given a certificate of such vaccination,

2. If on medical examination of a pilgrim.shipat, Port Said no case of epidemic

disease is discovered, the 'ship shall be allowed to proceed to the Hedjaz,

without calling at any intermediate port, as soon as the provisions of paragraph 1

of this Article have been Complied with.

Article 4

Every pilgrim ship coming to the Hedjaz otherwise than through the Suez

Canal shall, on arrival at Jeddah, proceed to the quarantine station designated by

the health authority and shall not disembark pilgrims_and their luggage until

free pratique.has' been given,'

Chapter.Tll - Pilgrim Ships Returning from thé.Hedjai

. Article 5.

Any pilgrim returning from the Hedjaz who wishes to disembark in Egypt 'shall,

travel only in a pilgrim ship which stops, at the sanitary station at El Tor:, or

at some other sanitary station appointed by the health administration.for Egypt,

where the sanitary measures provided for in the Egyptian Quarantine Regulations.

may be applied to him.

Article 6

The health administration for Saudi Arabia shall notify every diplomatic

mission in its territory immediately there occurs in the Hedjaz during the season

of the Pilgrimage a.foyer of plague, cholera,' yellow fever or smallpox, or an

epidemic of typhus, or relapsing fever,
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Article 7

14 If there has not been in the Hedjaz during the season of the Pilgrimage a

foyer of plague, cholera, yellow fever or smallpox, or an epidemic of typhus, or

relapsing fever, any pilgrim ship returning northwards may go from the Hedjaz,

without calling at, any intermediate port, to Suez, where the pilgrims shall be

medically examined,

2. If there has not been a case of epidemic disease on board during the voyage,

and five days have elapsed, reckoned from the date on which the pilgrim ship left

the Hedjaz, the health authority at Suez shall allow it to enter the Suez Canal,

even at night. The health authority may allow any such pilgrim ship to enter

the Suez Canal less than five days after it left the Hedjaz if the first two

pilgrim ships returning from the Hedjaz via El Tor as well as the aircraft

carrying pilgrims who have landed there before the arrival of the second ship

have been found to be free from infection.

36 If there has been a case of plague, cholera, yellow fever or smallpox on

board during the voyage, the pilgrim ship shall be directed to go to the sanitary

station at El Tor.

4, If there has been a case of typhus, or relapsing fever on board during the

voyage, the pilgrims shall be disembarked at Suez, the pilgrim ship shall be put

in quarantine, and the appropriate measures of revaccination, disinsecting and

disinfection shall be taken before it is allowed to continue its voyage.

Article 8

If there has occurred in the Hedjaz during the season of the Pilgrimage

a foyer of plague, cholera, yellow fever or smallpox, or an epidemic of typhus or

relapsing fever, every pilgrim ship intending to pass through the Suez Canal

shall proceed to the sanitary station at El Tor.

Article 9

14 On arrival at El Tor of any pilgrim ship directed there under paragraph 3

of Article 7, or under Article 8, of this Annex, the health authority for the

sanitary station shall apply the following measures=
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(a) if there is a ". case of plague, . cholera or yellow fever on board,

every pilgrim shall be disembarked and the suspects submitted to such

sanitary measures as the health authority considers appropriate.. The

pilgrims shall be isolated in the case of cholera for aperiod of not .

more han. five days, and in the case of plague or yellow fever for a

period of not more than six days, after the last case has occurred;

,(b) if there is a case of smallpox, typhus or relapsing fever on board,

every suspect shall be disembarked and disinfected or disinsected;

(c) the appropriate measures of deratting, disinsecting and disinfection

of the pilgrim ship shall be taken if.necessary.

2. When the measures provided for in this Article have been applied, any

pilgrim who is not an infected person shall be allowed to re- embark and the ship

allowed to continue its voyage.

Article 10
'

.Every pilgrim ship returning from the Hedjaz and going to a territory on the

African coast. 61f the Red Sea Shall,'without calling at any intermediate port,

proceed to such sanitary station as may. be. appointed by the health administration

for that territory, and any sanitary measures considered necessary by the appropriate

health, authority shall be applied'at such sanitary station.

PART .III - TRANSPORT  BY AIR

. Article 11 :.

1. Any pilgrim returning from the Hedjaz who wishes to disembark in Egypt,

except as provided in Article 29 ef'the Regulations, must first call at El Tors

or at some other sanitary'station appointed by the health administration for Egypt,

where the sanitary measures provided for in the Egyptian Quarantine Regulations

may be applied to him.

2. No sanitary measures other than those provided for in the Regulations shall

apply during the voyage to other pilgrims returning by air from the Hedjaz.
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3. The health administration for any territory to which the pilgrim returns

may determine the sanitary measures to be applied to him.

PART IV - TRANSPORT BY LAND

Article 12

Every pilgrim who wishes to enter Saudi Arabian territory by land shall do

so only at a sanitary station appointed by the health administration for Saudi

Arabia, where the measures provided for in the Regulations shall be applied.

Article 13

If there has been in the Hedjaz during the season of the Pilgrimage a foyer

of plague, cholera, yellow fever or smallpox, or an epidemic of typhus, or

relapsing fever, the appropriate health authority for the first area adjoining

Saudi Arabia which a. pilgrim returning therefrom enters may either isolate him

at a sanitary station, or place him under surveillance, as it considers necessary,

for not longer than the incubation period of the disease which has occurred,

PART V NOTIFICATIONS

Article 14

The health administration for Saudi Arabia shall inform the Organization

weekly by telegram of the epidemiological conditions prevailing in its territory

during a period beginning two months before the date of the Haj and ending two

months after that date. This information, which shall take into account the

data fúrnished and the notifications made to that administration by the medicàl

missions accompanying the pilgrims, shall be transmitted by the Organization to

the health administrations of the territories from which the pilgrims come with

a view to enabling them to apply the appropriate provisions of these Regulations

on the return of the pilgrims.
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Article 15
.

During the season of the Pilgrimage all health administrations concerned shall

transmit periodically and, if necessary, by the most rapid means, to the Organization

all sanitary information they may collect concerning the Pilgrimage. They shall

also present to the. Organization not later than six months after the end of the

Pilgrimage an annual report thereon. This information shall be forwarded by the

Organization to all health administratiófxs concerned.
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ANNEX B

DRAFT INTERNATIONAL SANITARY REGULATIONS

STANDARDS OF HYGIENE ON PILGRIM SHIPS AND ON AIRCRAFT CARRYING PILGRIMS

Part I - PILGRIM SHIPS

Article 1

Only mechanically propelled ships shall be permitted to carry pilgrims.

Article 2

1. Every pilgrim ship shall be able to accommodate the pilgrims on the

between -decks.

2. Pilgrims shall not be lodged on any deck lower than the first between -deck

below the water -line.

3. The following space provisions shall be made on a pilgrim ship for each

pilgrim, irrespective of age:

(a) on the between -decks, in addition to the space provided for the

crew, an area of not less than 18 English square feet or 1.672 square

metres and a cubic capacity of not less than 108 English cubic feet

or .058 cubic metres;

(b) on the upper deck, a free area of not less than 6 English square feet

or 0.557 square metres in addition to the area upon that deck required for

the working of the ship or reserved for the crew, or taken up by temporary

hospitals, douches, and latrines.

4. The decks above the upper between -decks shall be wooden decks or steel

decks covered with wood. or any equally satisfactory insulating material.
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5. Satisfactory ventilation, augmented by mechanical means, at least in the case

of decks below the first of the between -decks, and by portholes in the upper

between -decks, shall be provided.

Article 3

1. Every pilgrim ship shall be provided on deck with screened places supplied at

all times, even if the ship is lying at anchor, with sea -water under pressure, in

pipes which shall be fitted with taps or douches, in the proportion of not less than

one tap or douche for every 100 or fraction of 100 pilgrims.

2. A sufficient number of such places shall be for the exclusive use of women.

Article 4

1. In addition to closet accommodation for the crew, every pilgrim ship shall be

provided with latrines, fitted with flushing apparatus or water -taps, in the pro-

portion of not less than three latrines for every 100 pilgrims or fraction of 100

pilgrims; provided that, for existing ships in which it is impracticable to provide

that proportion, the health authority for the port of departure may permit the pro-

portion to be not less than two latrines for every 100 pilgrims or fraction of

100 pilgrims.

2. A sufficient number of such latrines shall be for the exclusive use of women.

3. No latrine shall be situated in the hold of a ship or in a between -deck which

has no access to an open deck.

Article 5

1. Every pilgrim ship shall be provided with satisfactory hospital accommodation

situated on the upper deck unless the health authority for the port of departure

considers that some other situation would be equally satisfactory.

2. Such hospital, accommodation, including temporary hospitals, shall be of

sufficient size, allowing not less than 97 English square feet or 9 square metres

for every 100 pilgrims or fraction of 100 pilgrims, and so constructed as to provide

for separate accommodation of infected or suspected persons.

3. Separate latrines shall be provided exclusively for such accommodation.
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Article 6

1. Every pilgrim ship shall carry medicaments and other articles for the treatment

of the sick pilgrims, as well as disinfectants and insecticides, The health

administration for the territory in which is situated the port of departure shall

prescribe the quantities of such substances or articles to be carried.

2, Every pilgrim ship shall be provided with anti -cholera vaccine, anti -

smallpox vaccine, and any other immunizing substance which may be prescribed by

the health administration referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article, and such

vaccines and substances shall be stored under suitable conditions,

3. Medical attendance and medicines shall be provided free of charge to pilgrims

on a pilgrim ship,

Article 7

1. The crew of every pilgrim ship shall include a properly qualified medical

practitioner, as well as a nursing attendant, employed for medical service on the

ship.

2. If the number of pilgrims on board exceeds 1,000, the crew shall include two

such practitioners and two nursing attendants.

3. Every such practitioner shall be so recognized by the health administration

for the territory in which is situated the port of departure.

Article g

Each State may submit ships embarking pilgrims in its ports to requirements

in excess of those prescribed in Articles 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

Article 9

Each pilgrim on board a pilgrim ship shall keep with him only such light

baggage as is essential for the voyage.
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Article 10

The sanitary charges which each pilgrim.will normally incur throughout his

voyage to and from the Hedjaz shall be included in the price of his return ticket.

Article 11

1. The master of every pilgrim ship or the agent of the shipping company shall

notify the health authority for each port at which pilgrims are due to be embarked

for the Hedjaz óf the intention to do so three days before the ship leaves the

port of departure and twelve hours before it leaves any subsequent port of call,.

2. A similar notification shall be made to the health authority for Jeddah

three days before the ship leaves that port.

3. Every such notification shall specify the proposed date of departure and the

port or ports of the landing of the pilgrims.

Article 12

1. The health authority fir a 'port, on receiving a notification provided for

in Article 11 of this Annex, shall inspect the ship, and may measure it if the

master cannot produce a certificate of measurement by another competent authority

or if the inspecting authority has reason to believe that such certificate no

longer represents the actual conditions of the ship.

2. The cost of any such inspection and measurement shall be payable by the master.

Article 13

The health authority for a port at which pilgrims are embarked shall not per-

mit the departure of a pilgrim ship until satisfied that'

(a) the ship is thoroughly clean and, if necessary, has been disinfected;

(b) the ship is properly ventilated and provided with awnings of sufficient

size and thickness to shelter the decks;

(c) there is nothing on board which is or may become injurious to the

health of the pilgrims or crew;
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(d) there is on board, properly stowed away, in addition to the require-

ments of the ship and crew, sufficient wholesome food for all the pilgrims

during the voyage;

(e) the drinking -water on board is wholesome and sufficient;

(f) the tanks for the drinking -water on board are properly protected

from contamination and so closed that the water can be drawn from them

only by means of taps or pumps;

(g) the ship carries a condenser capable of distilling not less than 5

litres of drinking -water per day for each person on board;

(h) the ship has a proper and sufficient disinfecting chamber;

(i) the ship carries as part of the crew a properly qualified and registered

medical practitioner with experience of maritime health conditions, as

well as a nursing attendant, or in the case of paragraph 2 of Article 7

of this Annex, two such medical practitioners, as well as two nursing

attendants, and sufficient medical stores;

(j) the deck allotted to the pilgrims is free from merchandise and

unencumbered;

(k) any appropriate measure provided for in this Annex can be applied on

board;

(1) the master has '-btained:

(i) a list, countersigned by the health authority for each port at
which pilgrims have been embarked, showing the names and sex of the
pilgrims embarked there and the maximum number of pilgrims which may
be carried on the ship;

(ii) a document giving the name, nationality, and tonnage of the
ship, the names of the master and ships surgeon or surgeons, the
exact number of persons embarked, and the port of departure This

document shall include a statement by the health authority for the
port of departure, showing whether the maximum number of pilgrims
which may be carried has been embarked, and, if not, the additional
number of pilgrims the ship is authorized to embark at subsequent
ports of calls,

Article 14

1. The document referred to in sub-paragraph (1) (ü) c f Prticle 13 of this

Annex shall be countersigned at each port of call by the health auth amity î"r that

port, which shall enter on such dreument5

(a) the number of pilgrims disembarked or embarked at that port;
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(b) anything that has happened at sea affecting the health of. persons on

board;

(c) the sanitary conditions at the pert of call.

2. If any such document is altered in any other manner during the voyage, the

ship may be treated as infected.

Article 15

ND pilgrim shall be permitted to cook food on board a pilgrim ship.

Article 16

During the voyage of a pilgrim ship, the deck allotted to pilgrims shall be

kept free from merchandise and unencumbered and reserved for their use at all

times, even at night, without charge.

Article 17

The between -decks of a pilgrim ship shall be properly cleansed every day

during the voyage at a time when they are net occupied by the pilgrims.

Article lg

Every latrine on a pilgrim ship shall be kept clean and in good working order,

and shall be disinfected as frequently as necessary and in no case less than three

times daily.

Article 19

1, Not less than 5 litres of drinking -water shall be provided daily, free of

charge, to each pilgrim, irrespective of age.

2. If there is any reason to suspect that the drinkinwater on a pilgrim ship'

may be contaminated, or if there is any doubt as to its quality, it shall be

boiled or sterilized, and it shall be removed from the ship at the first port at

which a fresh and wholesome supply can be, obtained. The tanks shall be disinfected

before being filled with the fresh supply.
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Article 20

1. The ship's surgeon shall daily visit the pilgrims on a pilgrim ship during its

voya ,, give medical attention to them as may be necessary, and satisfy himself

that hygienic standards are being observed on board.

2. The ships surgeon shall, in particular, satisfy himselfs

(a) that the rations issued to the pilgrims are of good quality and

properly prepared and that the quantity is in accordance with the

'carriage contract;

(b) that drinking -water is distributed as provided in paragraph 1 of

Article 19 of this Annex;

(c) that the ship is always kept clean and that the latrines are cleaned

and disinfected as provided for in Article 18 of this Annex;

(d) that the pilgrims? quarters are kept clean;

(e) that, in the case of the occurrence of any communicable disease,

the appropriate measures of control, including those of disinfection and

disinsecting, have been carried out.

3, If there is any doubt as to the quality of the drinking- water, the ship's

surgeon shall draw the attention of the master, in writing, to the provisions of

sub -paragraphs (e) (f) and (g) of Article 13 and paragraph 2 of Article 19 of this

Annex.

4, The ship's surgeon shall keep a day-to-day record of every occurrence

relating to health during the voyage and, if so requested by the health authority

for, any port of call or for the port of destination, he shall produce the record

for inspection.

Article 21

The ship's surgeon shall be responsible to the master of a pilgrim ship for

all necessary measures of disinfection or disinsecting on board, which shall be

carried out under the supervision of the ship's surgeon, and for the measures

specified in paragraph 2 of Article 20.
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Article 22

Only the persons charged with the care and nursing of patients suffering

from communicable diseases shall have access to them. Such persons, other than

the ship's surgeon, shall not come in contact with pilgrims or crew if such con-

tact would be liable to convey infection.

Article 23

1. If a pilgrim dies during the voyage, the master shall record the fact opposite

the name of the person on the list required by sub -paragraph (1) (i) of Article 13

of this Annex and he shall also enter in the ship ?.slog the name of the person,

his age, the place from which he came, and the cause or assumed cause of death.

2. If the person has died at sea from communicable disease, the corpse shall

be wrapped in a shroud impregnated with a disinfecting solution and shall be

buried at sea.

The master of a

measure taken during

for any port of call

inspection.

Article 24

pilgrim ship shall enter in the shipts log every prophylactic

the voyage, and, if so requested by the health authority

or for the port of destination, he shall produce the log for

Article 25

This Annex does not apply to pilgrim ships engaged on short sea voyages,

accepted locally as coasting voyages, which shall conform with special requirements

agreed between the States concerned.
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Part II - AIRCRAFT

Article 26

The provisions of the Convention on International Civil Aviation

(Chicago, 1944) and of the Annexes thereto, governing the transport of passengers

by air, the application of which may affect the health and welfare of such

passengers, shall be equally enforced whether an aircraft is carrying pilgrims

or other passengers.

Article 27

A health administration may designate a specified airport or airports as

the only ones in its territory where pilgrims may disembark.
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